
Selection of Casks for Generic Spent Fuel EIS

INTRODUCTION

Past generic risk assessments for the transportation of spent fuel have used generic casks with
features similar to real casks, but generally without all of the conservatisms that are part of real
cask designs. In this effort, we intend to perform the generic risk assessment using actual cask
designs with all of the features that contribute to their robustness. Because it is too costly and
time consuming to examine all casks, a sub-set of casks to be used must be chosen. This paper
will list the various spent fuel casks currently certified by the NRC, give options for the method
of choosing the casks to be used, give some of the important features of the various cask designs,
and finally make a recommendation about which casks to use.

Table 1 lists the casks that are currently (May 22, 2006) certified by the NRC for the
transportation of irradiated commercial light water power reactor fuel assemblies. The casks for
use in this study should come from this list (note for John, should we also consider casks that are
currently in licensing review or that we know a license will be applied for [e.g., Castor, MHI,
Magnastor]?).

Table 1 - NRC Certified Commercial Light Water Power Reactor Spent Fuel Casks
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IF-300 USA/9001/B( )F No 7 PWR, 17 BWR Rail
NLI-1/2 USA/9010/B( )F No 1 PWR, 2 BWR Truck
TN-8 USA/9015/B( )F No 3 PWR Overweight Truck
TN-9 USA/9016/B( )F No 7 BWR Overweight Truck
NLI-10/24 USA/9023/B( )F No 10 PWR, 24 BWR Rail

NAC-LWT USA/9225/B(U)F-96 No 1 PWR, 2 BWR Truck
GA-4 USA/9226/B(U)F-85 No 4 PWR Truck
NAC-STC USA/9235/B(U)F-85 Both 26 PWR Rail
NUHOMS®-MP187 USA/9255/B(U)F-85 Yes 24 PWR Rail
HI-STAR 100 USA/9261/B(U)F-85 Yes 24 PWR, 68 BWR Rail
NAC-UMS USA/9270/B(U)F-85 Yes 24 PWR, 56 BWR Rail
TS125 USA/9276/B(U)F-85 Yes 21 PWR, 64 BWR Rail
TN-68 USA/9293/B(U)F-85 No 68 BWR Rail
NUHOMS®-MP197 USA/9302/B(U)F-85 Yes 61 BWR Rail

The first 5 casks in the table are legacy casks that are not likely to be used in any significant
quantities in a modem shipping campaign, so they will not be considered in the further
evaluations. Of the remaining casks there are two truck casks and seven rail casks. Of the two
truck casks, the NAC-LWT has a steel-lead-steel wall construction and the GA-4 has a steel-DU-
steel wall construction. Of the seven rail casks the TN-68 and HI-STAR 100 have multiple steel
layers for the wall construction and the rest have steel-lead-steel wall construction. These four
types of casks are the four types that were used in NUREG/CR-6672 (although the all-steel rail
cask in 6672 was assumed to be of monolithic wall construction). One of the primary purposes of
this study is to determine the effect the addition of a fuel canister within the cask has on the risks



associated with transportation. Therefore, it is imperative to evaluate at least one rail cask with a
canister and one rail cask without a canister. The sections below give details on the various casks
and discuss several different strategies for choosing the casks to be analyzed with the assumption
that we are limited to three cask designs.

CASK DESCRIPTIONS

Truck Casks

GA-4
Steel-DU-steel design - stiffer than lead casks, smaller deformations
The 4 PWR assembly capacity of this cask makes it the likely workhorse truck cask for
shipments to Yucca Mountain.
Elastomeric seals (ethylene propylene) - allows larger closure deformations before leakage
Liquid neutron shielding - tank is likely to fail in extra-regulatory impacts
Larger capacity means larger available source term and larger possible consequence from an
accident that produces the same size of leak
Design is from the late 80s - GA used FEM analysis in certification
DU shielding is made from 5 segments - possible segment-to-segment problems
Cask body has a square cross-section - this provides more possible orientations
Aluminum honeycomb impact limiter

NA C-LWT
Steel-lead-steel design - relatively flexible - should have plastic deformation of body before seal
failure
Contains either a single PWR assembly or two BWR assemblies
Both elastomeric and metallic seals - low compression of elastomeric seal (metallic is primary) -
allows little closure movement before leakage but may have better performance in a fire.
Lead shielding - could melt during severe fires (leads to loss of shielding)
Liquid neutron shielding - tank is likely to fail in extra-regulatory impacts
Bottom end impact limiter is attached to neutron shielding tank - makes side drop analysis more
difficult
Aluminum honeycomb impact limiter
Cask is very similar to generic steel-lead-steel cask from 6672
Cask is being used for FRR shipments

Rail Casks

NAC-STC
Steel-lead-steel design - relatively flexible - should have plastic deformation of body before seal
failure
Certified for both direct loaded fuel and for fuel in a canister
Contains either 26 directly loaded PWR assemblies or 1 Transportable Storage Container (3
configurations, all for PWR fuel)
Can have either elastomeric or metallic seals - must choose a configuration for analysis



Lead shielding - could melt during severe fires (leads to loss of shielding)
Polymer neutron shielding
Wood impactlimiter (predominately balsa)
Cask is similar to the steel-lead-steel rail cask from 6672
Two casks have been built and are being used outside of the US

NAC-UMS
Steel-lead-steel design - relatively flexible - should have plastic deformation of body before seal
failure
Fuel in welded canister
24 PWR assemblies or 56 BWR assemblies
Elastomeric seals (EPDM) - allows larger closure deformations before leakage
Lead shielding - could melt during severe fires (leads to loss of shielding)
Polymer neutron shielding
Wood impact limiter (redwood and balsa)
Cask is similar to the steel-lead-steel rail cask from 6672
Cask has never been built

HI-STAR 100
Layered all-steel design
Fuel in welded canister
24 PWR assemblies or 68 BWR assemblies
Metallic seals - allows little closure deformations before leakage
Polymer neutron shielding
Aluminum honeycomb impact limiters
At least 7 have been built and are being used for dry storage, no impact limiters have been built
Is proposed as the transportation cask for the Private Fuel Storage facility (PFS)

TN-68
Layered all-steel design
Directly loaded fuel
68 BWR assemblies
Metallic seals - allows little closure deformations before leakage
Polymer neutron shielding
Wood impact limiter (redwood and balsa)
At least 24 have been built and are being used for dry storage, no impact limiters have been built

MP-187
Steel-lead-steel design - relatively flexible - should have plastic deformation of body before seal
failure
Fuel in welded canister
24 PWR assemblies
Metallic seals - allows little closure deformations before leakage
Hydrogenous neutron shielding
Aluminum honeycomb/polyurethane foam impact limiters (chamfered rectangular
parallelepiped)



Cask has never been built

MP-197
Steel-lead-steel design - relatively flexible - should have plastic deformation of body before seal
failure
Fuel in welded canister
61 BWR assemblies
Elastomeric seals - allows larger closure deformations before leakage
Hydrogenous neutron shielding
Wood impact limiter (redwood and balsa)
Cask has never been built

TS125
Steel-lead-steel design - relatively flexible - should have plastic deformation of body before seal
failure
Fuel in welded canister
21 PWR assemblies or 64 BWR assemblies
Metallic seals - allows little closure deformations before leakage
Polymer neutron shielding
Aluminum honeycomb impact limiters
Cask has never been built

Sandia Experience with the Casks

Sandia has past experience with many of these casks. We have performed impact and thermal
analyses on the HI-STAR 100 and GA-4 for the Package Performance Study Test Protocols
Report (NUREG-1768) and also performed some preliminary analyses for the NAC-UMS.
Several of these casks were evaluated as part of the vulnerability assessment for various threat
scenarios. Sandia performed drop testing on the impact limiters for the NAC-STC, NAC-UMS,
and TS 125 casks.

SELECTION SCENARIOS

One Truck, Two Rail

In this option the analysis of both truck and rail casks as was done in the Modal Study and 6672
is maintained. This option covers both of the main transportation modes. This option was the one
used to develop the cost estimate for this project. This option does not allow direct comparison
between fuel in canisters and directly loaded fuel, nor does it allow direct comparison between
casks of different vendors.

One Truck, Two and a Half Rail

This option is the same as the One Truck, Two Rail option except that one of the rail casks is the
NAC-STC, which has certified options for directly loaded fuel and fuel in canisters. There are
two variations of this option, one with the other cask being directly loaded (TN-68) and the other



with the other cask having a canister (probably HI-STAR 100 since it is the only all-steel cask
with a canister). Since the NAC-STC is a steel-lead-steel wall, both of the other casks are all-
steel. In this option in addition to the planned analysis of the NAC-STC cask, there is also an
analysis with the cask in its other configuration. This option costs slightly more (a few percent)
than the base case (one truck, two rail), but not as much more as considering one truck cask and
three rail casks. This case allows direct comparison between a rail cask that is directly loaded
and the same rail cask that has a canister.

Three Rail

NUREG/CR-6672 showed the risk for truck transportation to be significantly lower than for rail
transport and DOE has decided to use mostly rail in shipments to Yucca Mountain. Therefore, it
may be practical for this study to focus on rail transport. In the three rail cask option it is possible
to have both a steel-lead-steel cask and a all-steel cask that are directly loaded (this would
validate both rail casks used in 6672) and one of the types with a canister, achieving the
objective of determining the change in risk that the addition of a canister provides. The cost for
this option is similar to the base case.

Three and a Half Rail

This option uses the NAC-STC as one of the rail casks considering both the direct loaded form
of the cask and the canister form. The other two casks would then be the TN-68 and the HI-
STAR 100. With this group of cask all four options of wall construction and type of fuel loading
are considered. This option costs slightly more (a few percent) than the base case.

Addition of a TAD Canister

All of the above options use certified casks in their certified configuration. However, the DOE
decision to use a TAD (Transportation-Aging-Disposal) canister for the proposed Yucca
Mountain repository means that none of the currently certified casks are for a configuration that
is likely to get the most use in shipments to Yucca Mountain. Currently the final design
requirements for the TAD have not been issued, but they are likely to be available in the very
near future. The method that the various cask vendors will employ to meet these design
requirements is uncertain. It may be possible to replace the existing canister in any of the casks
with a generic TAD canister and to use this canister in the analyses (or perform additional
analyses using the TAD canister). Replacing an existing canister with a generic TAD canister
does not significantly affect the cost of the analyses. Adding the analyses with the TAD canister
to the existing analyses will result in a slight increase in cost (a few percent).

Addition of a Bolted Canister

Another canister type that is not included in any of the certified packages is one that has a bolted
closure rather than a welded closure. If DOE moves toward a fuel cycle that includes
reprocessing this may be an attractive method for handling the fuel. It would be possible to
include a generic bolted canister within any of the casks that are currently certified for canisters.



Adding the analysis of a generic bolted canister will result in a slight increase in cost (a few
percent).

RECOMMENDATION

This study should be performed with the One Truck, Two Rail option. The benefits of evaluating
the response of a truck cask outweigh those of more fully characterizing the response of the rail
casks. The casks chosen for this option should be the GA-4 truck cask (because of its expected
higher level of use in the Yucca Mountain transportation campaign). The rail casks chosen are
the HI-STAR 100 rail cask for the canister option (this cask is likely to be the primary cask for
the PFS transportation campaign), and the NAC-STC rail cask for the directly loaded option.
With this choice of casks there is one all-steel wall construction, one with DU shielding, and one
with lead shielding. With this choice of casks it is easy to change to the One Truck, Two and a
Half Rail option by performing an additional set of analyses on the NAC-STC with a canister.


